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A LOGIC-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM FOR MODEL-BUILDING IN REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Ferenc Darvas, Kornel Bein, Zolta.n Gaba.nyi
Company for Computer-Assisted Drug Design*,
, 1054 Budapest, Akademia u. 17.

1. Introduction
Methods of mathematical statistics and pattern recognition make a
significant part of computer applications besides data processing.
Although there are mimerous expert systems based on these methods
/REG8l/, relatively few attempts have been made for automatic
building of models, computations to be based on, as well as for
automatic evaluation of results, which form a major part of brainwork.

•
This situation seems to be apt also to regression analysis, the
most wide-spread method of mathematical statistics which has been
referred to in altogether two publications on possible automation.
In this paper application of logic programming in automatic modelbuilding for regression analysis is presented, in connection with
a drug design problem. After a survey of the regression problem
/Chapter 2/, the drug design problem and the logical model for
problem solving will be dealt with /Chapter 3/. Chapter 4 gives a
summar:, of the program system implementing the model, while
Chapter 5 reports on experiences with the system and evaluates the
chosen logic programming method.
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2. The regression problem
It is a frequent case that in regression equations of the form
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some of the

:x1

/1/

column vector~ of !'matrix are binary vectors, i.e.

the components of x.l. can take the discrete values of O or 1 only
/DRA66/. Components of such vectors can be regarded as logical
variables of values "true" or "false" and can be subjected to
Boole / .Al'ID, OR, NOT/ operations.
Suppose that a variable x. is assigned to the column vector
l.
and values of land O of x. correspond to the presence and

x.,
l.

l.

absence of ~:1.•
If the model permits to interpret physically a common variable for
~i and ~j, a new vector ~ can be introduced, as the logical OR of

xi and x. :
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More generally

/3/
Similarly, a new vector

can be generated by performing the

Boolean AND operation on original vectors xk:
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Logical combinations according to /3/ and /4/ might be useful in
all cases when x.-s are not competely independent of each other
J.
ias it is the common case in many fields/. Caus.al interpretation
of the regression equation requires, however, that each variable,
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formed by Boolean operation, should have a meaningful interpretation in the frame of the model investigated •

.3. Prediction of drug activit:y
Drug design aims at predicting biological activity of not yet
synthetized or, at least, not yet tested compounds /HAN69/. In
its most widely applied approaches /HAN6J, FRE'-64/, linear
relationships between two groups of quantitative-descriptors are
searched. The first group relates to the biological activity, the
second one to the chemical structure of a series of organic
compounds •. An important group of chemical descriptors is formed
by the so-called "indicator" variables, giving the presence or
absence of definite groups within the molecules /MAF..78/. In drug
design methods like in the Free-Wilson approach, Fujita~Ban
approach and Kubinyi's mixed method, eq. l. comprises exclusively
·or additionally indicator variables asxi column vectors of¥.
/FRE64, FUJ71, KUB76.3/.
Indicator variables in eq., l. can be interpreted as logical
variables and also combined in sense of eq. /3/ or- /4/ /GOL80/.
Becaus,e of the high number of the possible logical combinations,
the regression eq. l. cannot be solved with a pre-determined set
of all combined variables. Input variable set of the normally
used stepwise regression program might include only those logical
combinations, which can be interpreted in the context of the
biological activity investigated.
Interpretation of the large quantity /sometimes several hundred/
of combined variables means a formidable work, which is burdened
with errors of subjective decisions. We think that the high
intellectual expenditures of such interpretations compose the
main reason for the fact that logical combinations ar9 rarely
used in drug design calculations /HAN75, ELG82/, though the first

examples were published a long time ago ,BOC65, KOP65, SCHA75,
h'1JB762/.

In order to find physical interpretation for the combined
variables by logical programming, a logical model of the drugreceptor "reaction", the ultimate scene of the drug action is
needed. Here we give only an informal summary of the most
important concepts we .have used in our model.
It is supposed that all compounds act with the same "reaction
mechanism" on the same macromolecule /receptor/ within a living
cell. Measured biological activity values used in eq. l. are
originated almost exclusively from this reaction.
Structure of the compound series can be described as aggregate of
unique groups /occuring only in some compounds/ and of the
re.maiDing part of the molecule /supposed to be common in all
compounds/. Indicator variables of eq. l. denote the presence
or absence of single groups in each compound.
Contributions of the i-th and the j-th indicator variables /Y;i
and~ to the biological activity of all compounds are expressed
as the regression coefficients b. and b .• b. and b. depend, in
J.
J
J.
J
the first place, on the sets of chemical and physical properties

/C.1 and E./
of the chemical groups
J

~-, and
J.

~-•
J

There are two cases:
1. Contributions of ~and~ are independent from each other.
2. Contributions of ~ and "Q depend on each other.
In this latter case, it is supposed that '{i and~ enter into an
"interaction". Such interaction can be originated e.g. from the
formation of an intramolecular chemical bond between the
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substituents /FUJ71/. An interaction between ~,and

"3 depends on

the "environmental" conditions in addition to the properties of

~ and l'j • Most important groups of the environmental conditions
are the
electronic connections between two groups, transmitted through
the common part of all molecules, and
- through-space connections between two groups being able to
reach each other.
Let describe
and (\

1•

The sets

¾,

bi; and JAJ.J the
f"2

, ••

two sets of connecti~ns between

~

f'Q are constructed in such manner, that they

t°f. •••

give a possible full description of the. meanings of ~'
~~groups, attaching all to the same position (~) of the
common part of molecules.

f1.., ••• "4,

A variable resulted from logical addition oft,
where
N c: G. according to eq. 3. can be interpreted as the largest
common subset within E.. , f 1

, ••••

EN which, in the same time,

does not occur in the fft<tt' E'N+t. •••
remaining

!t.1+.t , 'tt.itt, •••

f~ property sets of the

't~ groups

attaching to ~ •

Logical multiplication of f1 and "{'1. according to eq. 4. can be
interpreted as an indication to an interaction, r1 •
I 1 occurs if properties of
and
e £, _ and z ! 6
enable chemical or physical 'mo9'ification" of ~..£ and
trough
the connections M'.e:: IA••andb••6a°•••
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Thus, they can be represented in form of a production rule /SH076/

/5/
Subsets of properties can cause several interactions. On the other
hand, an interaction can be triggered by several combination of
property sets.
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4. Computer implementation of the model
Biological activities and chemical structural descriptors of the
tested compound a.re the starting data of the calculations.
Structural descriptors can be divided into two classes: binary
indicator variables and continuous physico-chemical, quantumchemical variables. Values of these continuous variables can be
calculated by other programs or retrieved from the data base
stored in the system. They can be transformed in different ways
/addition, subtraction, taking logarithm/. Structural formulae
of the compounds with activities to be predicted also belong to
the starting data set.
First step of the program is to solv.e a so-called Fujita-Ban
equation system /FUJ71/ using the measured activities and the
indicator variables. The solution serves as input for the
logical interpretation of the possible logical additions.
In the PROLOG program providing the interpretation, each chemical
group /nsubstituent"/ is charac~erized by a chemical property set.
If a contraction /i.e. logical addition/ is carried out, common
pa.rt of the property sets of the groups is generated. A
contraction is pemitted only if the property set of the other
chemical groups at the same substitution site do not imply this
common part. As interpretation of the contracted variables the
resulted common property sets are considered.
After the evaluation of the possible interpretations the
computation goes on in an interactive way so that the user
decides on the contractions of the substituents step by step.
After the user's giving two or more substituents to be contracted, the system computes the new regression equation, its
statistics and optionally the estimated biological activities
of the untested compounds. If the user accepts the equation,
the next contraction will be carried out on the base of the
new indicator variable set, otherwise the processing continues
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using the previous variable set. Contractions of indicator
variables are carried out at each substitution-site, one by one.
Having performed all necessary contractions, generation of
interaction variables follows. An interaction variable corresponds
to the common presence of substituent M.at site I and substituent
Nat site J /logical 'AND' relation/.
Value of this variable isl for a given compound if this 'and'
relation is true, otherwise it is O.The system generates all
interaction variables with value= l for two or more tested
compounds, and calculates frequencies for them.
The user gives a lower frequency limit f 1 • This specifies that
henceforth interaction variables of frequency greater than or
equal to f 1 are treated only.
The interaction variables are then prescreened: the progr~ lists
the variables with statistics informing about their importance.
If a vari~ble is redundant in statistical poilitt of -.:iew, it is
ignored. The accepted interaction variables are added to the set
of variables, and the!f11so passed to the program giving automatic
interpretation.
Using the built-in automatic deductive m.echanism, this program
tries to prove the interaction rules stored in its data base.
If the proving procedure is successful, the user is informed
about the result as a possible interaction. The interpreted
interaction variable can be included in the input data set for
the calculation of the final regression equation. This input
involves not only the original, contracted and interaction
variables but the continuous ones as well. There are two means
for computing the final equation: interactive or automatic
stepwise regression analysis. As result of the numerical
calculations one gets the regression equation corresponding
to the wanted quantitative structure-activity relationship,
·-- ··--·- ---·
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its statistical characteristics and the estimated activities of
the tested and untested compounds.
5. Experiences.

SUmma.rz

The system is implemented on the Siemens 7536 computer of the
Institute for Coordination of Computer Techniques, in FORTRAH
and MPROLOG • li'O?ROLOG is a modular version of PROLOG, being
developed by the Institute. Besides its comfortable program
development facilities it permits modular structuring of the
program.
In order to test drug design performance of the system, earlier

results were recalculated and new problems were solved.
Recalculating_one of our earlier series of structure-activity
regression equations /DAR80/ resulted significant and meaningful
equations in all of the 8 cases investigated. In addition, an
earlier version of the system helped in a great extent to
calculate quantitative structure~activity relationships for
anti:f'u.ngal nitroalcohols /LOP83/. In summary, the mechanical
interpretation of the combined variables seems to be a helpful
tool in model-building for drug design.
On the other hand, drug design has been a favourite field of
logical programming for a long time. Besides a system for
predicting drug interaction /DAR75, FUT76, FUT771, DAR78, FUT79/,
a carcinogenity prediction system /FUT771/ and a system for
calculation of physicochemical properties of organic compounds
/DAR782/ have been implemented. The expert system in question
has an additional feature relative to them: the general nature
of the problem and the model formulated permits our program
system, with minor changes, to be applied in numerous other
fields as v:ell.

'
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Among others, potential application fields are the quality
control, geology, town planning, environment protection, all
of them dealing frequently with regression models including
yes/no variables and their combinations. The fact, that
interpretation of the combined variables, a bottleneck of
the model-building, could be performed by a relatively short
program shows,that logical programming is a powerful tool in
constructing small expert systems.
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